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Marshal Nack in Positive Feedback June 2008 about the new Mini 
Basis : 
 
In a strange twist of fate, analog front-ends are driving the low-end of the high-end market. 
Who'd-a-thunk it, just a 
couple of years ago? And budget phono stages are garnering glowing reviews, which I find a 
further strain on 
credibility, in light of the three that I've sampled. 
Nobody expects a sub $2K component to play on the same field as more expensive gear, but the 
problems go 
beyond a matter of reduced performance. The kinds of compromises I heard were severe enough 
to preclude 
listening enjoyment. I'm harping on this because these units are reviewed as if they're great stuff, 
and that's simply 
not true. 
The ASR Mini Basis is an exception to this generalization. While it shares many of the groups 
concerns, none are 
exhibited to the same debilitating degree. It covers the lay of the land without major issues. My 
biggest reservations 
had to do with its light tonal balance and the lack of underlying support, which leaves instruments 
with a shiftless, 
insubstantial aspect. A set of Harmonix TU-66ZX footers went far towards remedying both of 
these. 
The Mini can be inserted into topflight systems without causing discomfort or embarrassment. 
Hooked up to the 
VYGER Baltic M turntable and a Shelter Harmony cartridge on the business end of the tonearm, I 
was all set. 
Everything I needed was there to delve into and enjoy my stash of LPs. In true ASR fashion, 
dynamic swells are 
especially the Mini's pride. In this capacity it was outstanding. In other regards the Mini is voiced 
towards the 
musical side—it is more forgiving than incisive. Don't expect to get cutting-edge resolution and 
insight into the 
source. 
I'm not saying the ASR Mini Basis Mk II is the best phono stage ever—it isn't. But judicious 
tweaking can get you 
pretty far along towards the Big Boys. I reckon the Mini gives you about 80% of the top-of-the-line 
Basis Exclusive 
with battery option (MSRP $7900). Tweaking can push that number up to 88%. The thing to note 
is it is head and 
shoulders above the competition at its price point. So far, it's the only solid-state, budget-priced 
phono stage I've 



heard that doesn't sound like one. To better it, you'd have to move up to something like the tubed 
Artemis Labs PL- 
1 phono stage (MSRP $4000). 
http://www.positive-feedback.com/Issue37/asr_basis.htm 
 


